Looking at world news, cutting through the clutter of lies and events to discover reality and truth.

LONDON: Sharia Police Harass Woman In The Park Walking Her
Dog Near The Muslim No-Go Zone Of Tower Hamlets

This video is about a woman who was being irrationally treated by what appears to be a muslim bylaw officer
on the matter of invisible dog droppings in Tower Hamlet, one of the most enriched areas of England.

Meet Theo… the not so strong arm of the law now patrolling a street near you
Over the past month, commuters travelling on the Tube through London’s East End have been
greeted by posters plastered on station walls. In bold letters above a picture of two uniformed
officers patrolling the capital’s streets, the billboards invite the public to “Meet the THEOs”.
In fact, they work for Tower Hamlets Council. Theo stands for Tower Hamlets Enforcement Officer.
But just days into their duties these sub-plastic bobbies – who have one week’s training with real
police – are already being dubbed Keystone Kops. However, they are no joke. They represent
a largely unnoticed but growing trend by councils to assemble their own mini-police forces,
accountable to politicians rather than the public. They are so popular in the corridors of Whitehall that
the Government’s “crime tzar” Louise Casey has told councils she is impressed.
And an article straight to the point here:
A park attendant called for police “back-up” after threatening a woman for arrest over an elusive
dog foul.
Amber Langtry, 35, was walking her dog with a friend on New Year’s Day when a lone Tower
Hamlets Enforcement Officer accused her of not clearing up after her pet. When she explained to the
officer that he’d made a mistake and asked to see the offending evidence, he refused to show her, then
pointed to a spot in the opposite direction to where Miss Langtry’s dog had been. He then proceeded
to issue her with a ticket and called the police.
Is this enforcing sharia norms in Tower Hamlets? Or just some good old fashioned 3rd world
corruption based on salary over tickets written?
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